CUSTOMIZE INSTRUMENTS WITH A LASER!

From cutting custom pickguards to creating stunning inlays on guitar necks and bodies, Epilog Laser systems can help you personalize nearly any instrument quickly & easily.

**The Highest Resolution Engraving:** Guarantee your customers that you provide only the best engraving by using an Epilog Laser.

**Fastest Laser Systems:** Our systems will create a higher-detail mark in less time than any other system on the market by using the highest-quality mechanics - our AccuPoint™ Motion Control System.

**The Epilog Laser Promise:** We are devoted to providing our customers with not only the highest-quality laser systems, but also the finest technical support, distributor network, and after sales resources.

Get [MORE INFO](#) or [SCHEDULE A DEMO](#)!

888.437.4564 | sales@epiloglaser.com

[www.epiloglaser.com](http://www.epiloglaser.com)
Create Stunning Inlays With Ease
The precision of Epilog’s laser systems allows users to produce impressive inlays on a variety of projects. Operators use the laser to engrave away the “pocket”, and then use the laser to cut the veneer or other material to be inlaid. Mother of Pearl and wood veneer inlays are exceptionally popular for this type of application, and can be found on all types of instruments – from guitar bodies, to ukuleles or even custom specialty gifts.

Add Value To Your Current Product Line
If you currently manufacture musical instruments or accessories, adding a laser to your shop will allow you to offer customization services, which allow you to expand your product line and profit potential. Having equipment that lets you create a truly unique gift or product sets you apart from competitors who don’t offer customization on their products. Since the laser works with a variety of materials, you can offer personalization services on all kinds of items!

Design and Produce One-of-a-Kind Merchandise
With the laser, you can literally capture a moment in time. Engraving the music and lyrics of the first song someone wrote. Etching the photo of a band’s debut performance. Engraving the ticket of the first concert someone ever went to. A laser allows you to transform a meaningful moment into a memory that will last forever.

The Perfect Size Machine to Fit Your Needs
Whether you are looking for a small, entry-level system to engrave drumsticks or a large-format machine to etch a guitar body, we design a range of laser systems to meet varying needs.